Limb loss results in significant debilitation and reduces the quality of life of the affected individuals \[ [@ref1] \]. To restore the lost limb's function, myoelectric systems have been widely used in powered prostheses \[ [@ref2] \]. With this approach, the motor intent is estimated from the electromyogram (EMG) signals recorded by electrodes which are placed on the skin surface above the residual muscles \[ [@ref1] \]. The principle of commercial myoelectric schemes has not changed in several decades, and is referred to as conventional control \[ [@ref2] \]. This technique uses a measure of amplitude (such as mean absolute value over a time window) of the EMG signals recorded by electrodes placed at two control sites, preferably over a pair of antagonist muscles of the residual limb, to control a single motion i.e. degree of freedom (DoF), for example hand opening closing \[ [@ref2] \]. To change the DoF, a mode switch is conducted by muscle co-contraction or a hardware switch \[ [@ref2] \]. The mode switch, however, results in an unnatural control of multiple DoFs \[ [@ref2] \].

To overcome this challenge, a significant body of research has been conducted on pattern recognition techniques \[ [@ref3] \]. With this approach, a classifier is trained to discriminate between different DoFs, using patterns from multi-channel EMG input data. Promising results have been achieved in the literature for classification of several DoFs \[ [@ref2] \]. Since activities of daily living include simultaneous movements of multiple DoFs, combined motions must be also included as separate classes, and they have to be conducted in the training set \[ [@ref4] \]. The limitation of this approach, however, is that it does not allow the DoFs in combined motions to have different magnitudes. As a solution to this problem, regression-based systems have been proposed \[ [@ref5] , [@ref6] \], where a regressor is trained to estimate each DoF, using data from single and combined motions. This strategy provides independent simultaneous control, because it does not limit the DoFs to have the same amplitude. Classification and regression based systems are the two categories of pattern recognition methods.

Due to the high dimensionality of EMG signals, the EMG instantaneous values are not directly used as the inputs to classifiers/regressors \[ [@ref1] \]. Instead, a set of features is extracted from a time window (100-200 ms) of EMG signals \[ [@ref7] \]. Feature engineering is the process of design and extraction of features with the highest amount of useful information to maximize the classification/regression accuracy \[ [@ref8] \] Among various EMG features proposed in the literature, the Time Domain (TD) set \[ [@ref9] \] is the most popular set and includes mean absolute value, waveform length, zero-crossings, and slope sign changes.

The past few years have seen the advent of deep learning-based myoelectric control \[ [@ref4] , [@ref10] \]. Deep learning can perform classification/regression tasks directly from high-dimensional raw data, without feature engineering \[ [@ref8] \]. Convolutional neural network (CNN) \[ [@ref11] \] is one of the most widely used deep learning frameworks. The successive convolution layers of CNNs can learn useful features from the EMG data to estimate the motor intent \[ [@ref4] \]. As the outcomes of the previous studies \[ [@ref4] , [@ref10] \] confirm, CNNs outperform classical models such as support vector machines (SVMs) with engineered feature sets.

EMG pattern recognition schemes have yet to be deployed in commercial prostheses. The major challenge is performance degradation due to disturbances such as electrode shift, skin impedance change, muscle size variations, and learning effect \[ [@ref2] \]. Recent studies (e.g. \[ [@ref12] , [@ref13] \]) have proposed methods to improve the robustness of EMG pattern recognition to such disturbances. These methods as well as new deep learning schemes that eliminate feature engineering, may pave the way for commercial implementation of myoelectric pattern recognition prostheses. Moreover, independent simultaneous control can be achieved by using regression deep learning models. These promising methods have the potential to significantly outperform existing commercial systems. Consequently, the missing functions in people with limb loss can be restored more efficiently by delivering a more natural and intuitive control.
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